Enterprise Cloud
Host1Plus Enterprise Cloud provides
extremely scalable infrastructure, full
redundancy and increased eﬃciency
that lets you respond to changing
business demands.
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Product Overview
Host1Plus Enterprise Cloud is a virtual bare metal solution without the limitations of a
physical world. Ability to scale horizontally or vertically in seconds, all the while retaining
security and performance, is the modus operandi. Built on top of optimized open-source
KVM hypervisor and in-house developed automation, Host1Plus Enterprise Cloud is trusted
by hundreds of enterprises worldwide seeking the lowest cost of ownership.

Why Host1Plus
Enterprise Cloud?
Host1Plus Enterprise Cloud is proven at a large
scale and based on several years of production
experience. Powered by public API, solution
allows enterprises to seamlessly integrate
virtual machine lifecycle management into their
own processes.

Key Features and Beneﬁts
Operating systems

IPv4 and IPv6

Backupst

 Linux and Windows Server

 IPv6 enabled by default

 Scheduled snapshots

 Empty VMs for custom installation

 Ability to add large subnets

 ISO upload

Network

Storage

 10G by default

 Highly available distributed storage

 Multiple upstream providers and
Internet exchanges

 Up to 8x 1TB additional data disks
 SSD pass-through as an option

Statistics

 No I/O cap

 Detailed CPU, disk and network
statistics
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API
 All functionality is exposed via public API
Web interface
 Feature rich and intuitive single pane of
glass to suit the needs of individual users.

Speciﬁcations
Linux OS Resources

Windows OS Resources

CPU:

2 - 8 Cores

CPU:

2 - 8 Cores

RAM:

2048 - 65536 MB RAM

RAM:

4096 - 65536 MB RAM

HDD:

40 - 1000 GB + 8 Additional Disks up to 1 TB each

HDD:

50 - 1000 GB + 8 Additional Disks up to 1 TB each

Bandwidth:

1 - 100 TB

Bandwidth:

1 - 100 TB

IP’s:

1 - 32

IP’s:

1 - 32

Backups:

0-5

Backups:

0-5

Enterprises

Use
Cases

With Host1Plus Enterprise Cloud, you can replace your
expensive virtual machine with our optimized KVM. Our
distributed storage is a more cost eﬀective next-generation
replacement for an expensive on premise hardware SAN
solutions.

Hosting Companies
Whenever you want to introduce new products to your
portfolio or expand available locations globally, Host1Plus
Enterprise Cloud is an API call away. We know what it takes to
be a successful hosting company that is why we provide a
public API built by developers for developers. In addition, we
provide a plug and play WHMCS partner module, allowing you
to take full control over the pricing and billing.

Data Intelligence and Security
Flexible, geo-located and blacklist free IP spaces with instant
availability in all IP network regions, including RIPE, LACNIC,
ARIN, APNIC and AFRINIC.
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sales@host1plus.com
www.host1plus.com/enterprise-cloud/

